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A REMARK ON THE TOPOLOGY OF A POLYNOMIAL MAPPING F : Cn Ñ Cn
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Abstract. In [16], Guillaume and Anna Valette associate singular varieties VF to a polynomial mapping
F : Cn Ñ Cn. In the case F : C2 Ñ C2, if the set K0pF q of critical values of F is empty, then F is not
proper if and only if the 2-dimensional homology or intersection homology (with any perversity) of VF
are not trivial. In [11], the results of [16] are generalized in the case F : Cn Ñ Cn where n ě 3, with
an additional condition. In this paper, we prove that if F : C2 Ñ C2 is a non-proper generic dominant
polynomial mapping, then the 2-dimensional homology and intersection homology (with any perversity)
of VF are not trivial. We prove that this result is true also for a non-proper generic dominant polynomial
mapping F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 3), with the same additional condition than in [11]. In order to compute
the intersection homology of the variety VF , we provide an explicit Thom-Mather stratification of the
set K0pF q Y SF .
1. Introduction
In [16], Guillaume and Anna Valette provide a criteria for properness of a polynomial mapping
F : C2 Ñ C2. They construct a real algebraic singular variety VF satisfying the following
property: if the set of critical values of F is empty then F is not proper if and only if the
2-dimensional homology or intersection homology (with any perversity) of VF is not trivial
([16], theorem 3.2). In [11], the result of [16] is generalized in the general case F : Cn Ñ
Cn, where n ě 3, with an additional condition ([11], theorem 4.5). The variety VF is a real
algebraic singular variety of dimension 2n in some R2n`p, the singular set of which is contained
in pK0pF q Y SF q ˆ t0Rup, where K0pF q is the set of critical values and SF is the asymptotic set
of F .
This paper proves that if F : C2 Ñ C2 is a non-proper generic dominant polynomial mapping,
then the 2-dimensional homology and intersection homology (with any perversity) of VF are not
trivial. We prove that this result is true also for a non-proper generic dominant polynomial
mapping F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 3), with the same additional condition than in [11]. To prove
these results, we use the transversality theorem: if F is non-proper generic dominant polynomial
mapping, we can construct an adapted p2, pq-allowable chain (in generic position) providing
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non triviality of homology and intersection homology of the variety VF , for any perversity p
(theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
In order to compute the intersection homology of the variety VF in the case K0pF q ‰ H,
we have to stratify the set K0pF q Y SF . Furthermore, the intersection homology of the variety
VF does not depend on the stratification if we use a locally topologically trivial stratification.
We know that a Thom-Mather stratification is a locally topologically trivial stratification (see
[13], [17]). In [13], Thom defined a partition of the set K0pF q by “constant rank”, which is a
local Thom-Mather stratification. In [8], the author provides a Thom-Mather stratification of
the asymptotic set SF by the “méthode des fac¸ons”. In order to prove the main result, one
important point of this paper is the following: we show that in general the set K0pF q is not
closed, so we cannot define a (global) stratification of K0pF q satisfying the frontier condition.
Hence, we cannot define a (global) Thom-Mather stratification of K0pF q. However, we prove
that the setK0pF qYSF is closed andK0pF qYSF “ K0pF qYSF . This fact allows us to show that
there exists a Thom-Mather stratification of the set K0pF q Y SF compatible with the partition
of the set K0pF q defined by Thom and compatible with the stratification of the set SF defined
by the “méthode des fac¸ons” (theorem 4.5).
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we set-up our framework. All the varieties we consider in this article are semi-
algebraic.
2.1. Intersection homology. We briefly recall the definition of intersection homology. For
details, we refer to the fundamental work of M. Goresky and R. MacPherson [4] (see also [2]).
Definition 2.1. Let V be a m-dimensional semi-algebraic set. A semi-algebraic stratification
of V is the data of a finite semi-algebraic filtration
V “ Vm Ą Vm´1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą V0 Ą V´1 “ H,
such that for every i, the set VizVi´1 is either an emptyset or a manifold of dimension i. A
connected component of VizVi´1 is called a stratum of V .
Let Si be a stratum of V and Si its closure in V . If SizSi is the union of strata of V , for all
strata Si of V , then we say that the stratification of V satisfies the frontier condition.
Definition 2.2 (see [13], [7]). Let V be a variety in a smooth variety M . We say that a
stratification of V is a Thom-Mather stratification if each stratum Si is a differentiable variety
of class C8 and if for each Si, we have:
aq an open neighbourhood (tubular neighbourhood) Ti of Si in M ,
bq a continuous retraction pii of Ti on Si,
3cq a continuous function ρi : Ti Ñ r0,8r which is C8 on the smooth part of V X Ti,
such that Si “ tx P Ti : ρpxq “ 0u and if Si Ă Sj , then
i) the restricted mapping ppii, ρiq : Ti X Sj Ñ Si ˆ r0,8r is a smooth immersion,
ii) for x P Ti X Tj such that pijpxq P Ti, we have the following relations of commutation:
1) pii ˝ pijpxq “ piipxq,
2) ρi ˝ pijpxq “ ρipxq,
when the two members of theses formulas are defined.
A Thom-Mather stratification of a variety V satisfies the frontier condition.
We denote by cL the open cone on the space L, the cone on the empty set being a point.
Observe that if L is a stratified set then cL is stratified by the cones over the strata of L and
an additional 0-dimensional stratum (the vertex of the cone).
Definition 2.3. A stratification of V is said to be locally topologically trivial if for every x P
VizVi´1, i ě 0, there is an open neighborhood Ux of x in V , a stratified set L and a semi-algebraic
homeomorphism
h : Ux Ñ p0; 1qi ˆ cL,
such that h maps the strata of Ux (induced stratification) onto the strata of p0; 1qiˆcL (product
stratification).
Theorem 2.4 (see [13], [17]). A Thom-Mather stratification is a locally topologically trivial
stratification.
The definition of perversities has originally been given by Goresky and MacPherson:
Definition 2.5. A perversity is an pm` 1q-uple of integers p¯ “ pp0, p1, p2, p3, . . . , pmq such that
p0 “ p1 “ p2 “ 0 and pα`1 P tpα, pα ` 1u, for α ě 2.
Traditionally we denote the zero perversity by 0 “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q, the maximal perversity by
t “ p0, 0, 0, 1, . . . ,m ´ 2q, and the middle perversities by m “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, . . . , rm´22 sq (lower
middle) and n “ p0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , rm´12 sq (upper middle). We say that the perversities p and
q are complementary if p` q “ t.
Let V be a semi-algebraic variety such that V admits a locally topologically trivial stratifica-
tion. We say that a semi-algebraic subset Y Ă V is pp¯, iq-allowable if
(2.6) dimpY X Vm´αq ď i´ α` pα for all α ě 2.
Define ICpi pV q to be the R-vector subspace of CipV q consisting in the chains ξ such that |ξ| is
pp, iq-allowable and |Bξ| is pp, i´ 1q-allowable.
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Definition 2.7. The ith intersection homology group with perversity p, with real coefficients,
denoted by IHpi pV q, is the ith homology group of the chain complex ICp˚pV q.
Notice that, the notation IHp,c˚ pV q refers to the intersection homology with compact supports,
the notation IHp,cl˚ pV q refers to the intersection homology with closed supports. In the compact
case, they coincide.
Goresky and MacPherson proved that the intersection homology is independent on the choice
of the stratification satisfying the locally topologically trivial conditions [4, 5].
The Poincaré duality holds for the intersection homology of a (singular) variety:
Theorem 2.8 (Goresky, MacPherson [4]). For any orientable compact stratified semi-algebraic
m-dimensional variety V , the generalized Poincaré duality holds:
IHpkpV q » IHqm´kpV q,
where p and q are complementary perversities.
For the non-compact case, we have:
IHp,ck pV q » IHq,clm´kpV q.
2.2. The asymptotic set. Let F : Cn Ñ Cn be a polynomial mapping. Let us denote by SF
the set of points at which F is non proper, i.e.,
SF :“ ta P Cn such that DtxkukPN Ă Cn, |xk| tends to infinity and F pxkq tends to au,
where |xk| is the Euclidean norm of xk in Cn. The set SF is called the asymptotic set of F .
In this paper, we will use the following important theorem:
Theorem 2.9. [6] Let F : Cn Ñ Cn be a polynomial mapping. If F is dominant, i.e., F pCnq “
Cn, then SF is either an empty set or a hypersurface.
3. The variety VF
We recall in this section the construction of the variety VF and the results obtained in [16]
and [11]: Let F : Cn Ñ Cn be a polynomial mapping. We consider F as a real mapping
F : R2n Ñ R2n. By SingF we mean the set of critical points of F . Thanks to the lemma 2.1 of
[16], there exists a covering tU1, . . . , Upu of MF “ R2nzSingpF q by semi-algebraic open subsets
(in R2n) such that on every element of this covering, the mapping F induces a diffeomorphism
onto its image. We may find some semi-algebraic closed subsets Vi Ă Ui (in MF ) which cover
MF as well. By the Mostowski’s Separation Lemma (see [12], page 246), for each i “ 1, . . . , p,
there exists a Nash function ψi : MF Ñ R, such that ψi is positive on Vi and negative onMF zUi.
5We can choose the Nash functions ψi such that ψipxkq tends to zero where txku is a sequence
in MF tending to infinity. We define
VF :“ pF,ψ1, . . . , ψpqpMF q,
that means, VF is the closure of the image of MF by pF,ψ1, . . . , ψpq.
The variety VF is a real algebraic singular variety of dimension 2n in R2n`p, the singular set
of which is contained in pK0pF q YSF q ˆ t0Rup, where K0pF q is the set of critical values and SF
is the asymptotic set of F .
With the construction of VF , we have the two following theorems. Here with the notations
H˚pV q (resp. IHp˚pV q), we mean the homology (resp., the intersection homology) with both
compact supports and closed supports.
Theorem 3.1 ([16]). Let F : C2 Ñ C2 be a polynomial mapping with nowhere vanishing Jaco-
bian. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F is non proper,
(2) H2pVF q ‰ 0,
(3) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for any perversity p,
(4) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for some perversity p.
Form here, we denote by Fˆi the homogeneous component of Fi of highest degree, or the leading
form of Fi.
Theorem 3.2. [11] Let F : Cn Ñ Cn be a polynomial mapping with nowhere vanishing Jacobian.
If RankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n ě n´ 1, where Fˆi is the leading form of Fi, then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) F is non proper,
(2) H2pVF q ‰ 0,
(3) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for any (or some) perversity p,
(4) IHp2n´2pVF q ‰ 0, for any (or some) perversity p.
Notice that the condition “F is nowhere vanishing Jacobian” in these theorems means that
the set of critical values K0pF q of F is an emptyset.
The purpose of this paper is to prove that if F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 2) is a non-proper generic
dominant polynomial mapping, then the 2-dimensional homology and intersection homology
(with any perversity) of VF are not trivial. In order to compute the intersection homology of
the variety VF in the case K0pF q ‰ H, we have to stratify the set K0pF q Y SF . Furthermore,
the intersection homology of the variety VF does not depend on the stratification of VF if we
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use a locally topologically trivial stratification. By theorem 2.4, a Thom-Mather stratification
is a locally topologically trivial stratification. In the following section, we provide an explicit
Thom-Mather stratification of the set K0pF q Y SF .
4. A Thom-Mather Stratification of the set K0pF q Y SF
It is well-known that there exists a partition of the set K0pF q defined by Thom [13]. In
[8], we provide a Thom-Mather stratification of the asymptotic set SF by the “méthode des
fac¸ons”. In this section, we prove that in general the set K0pF q is not closed, so we cannot
define a stratification of K0pF q satisfying the frontier condition. However, we prove that the
set K0pF q Y SF is closed and K0pF q Y SF “ K0pF q Y SF . The fact “K0pF q Y SF is closed”
has been proved in [9], and this result has been generalized in [3]. Morever, the affirmation
K0pF q Y SF “ K0pF q Y SF allows us to show that there exists a Thom-Mather stratification
of the set K0pF q Y SF compatible with the partition of the set K0pF q defined by Thom and
compatible with the stratification of the set SF defined by the “méthode des fac¸ons”.
We begin this section by giving an example to show that in general the set K0pF q of a
polynomial mapping F : Cn Ñ Cn is neither closed, nor smooth, nor pure dimensional. Recall
that a set X is pure dimensional of dimension m if any point of this set admits a m-dimensional
neighbourhood in X.
Example 4.1. Let us consider the polynomial mapping F : C3px1,x2,x3q Ñ C3pα1,α2,α3q such that
F px1, x2, x3q “ px31 ´ x1x2x3, x2x3, x3x1q.
Then, the jacobian determinant |JF pxq| of F is given by x1x3p3x21 ´ x2x3q. If |JF pxq| “ 0 then
x1 “ 0 or x3 “ 0 or 3x21 “ x2x3. So we have the following cases:
+ if x1 “ 0 then F p0, x2, x3q “ p0, x2x3, 0q and the axis 0α2 is contained in K0pF q,
+ if x3 “ 0 then F px1, x2, 0q “ px31, 0, 0q and the axis 0α1 is contained in K0pF q,
+ if 3x21 “ x2x3 then F px1, x2, x3q “ p´2x31, 3x21, x3x1q “ pα1, α2, α3q. We observe that: if
x1 “ 0 then α1 “ α2 “ α3 “ 0; If x1 ‰ 0 then α1 ‰ 0 and α2 ‰ 0. Moreover, since 3x21 “ x2x3
and x1 ‰ 0, then x3 ‰ 0, this implies α3 ‰ 0. Furthermore, we have 27α21 “ 4α32. Let
pS q “ tpα1, α2, α3q P C3pα1,α2,α3q : 27α21 “ 4α32, α1 ‰ 0, α2 ‰ 0, α3 ‰ 0u,
then pS q Y t0u is contained in K0pF q.
So, we have K0pF q “ pS q Y 0α1 Y 0α2 (see figure 1).
Notice thatK0pF q does not contain neither 0α3zt0u, nor the curve pC q of equation 27α21 “ 4α32
in the plane p0α1α2q. However t0u P K0pF q and this is the singular point of K0pF q. So, the set
K0pF q is neither closed, nor smooth, nor pure dimensional.
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Figure 1. The set K0pF q of the polynomial mapping F “ px31 ´ x1x2x3, x2x3, x3x1q.
From the example 4.1, in general the set K0pF q is not closed, so we cannot stratify K0pF q
in such a way that the stratification satisfies the frontier condition. The following proposition
allows us to provide a stratification satisfying the frontier condition of the set K0pF q Y SF .
Proposition 4.2. The set K0pF q Y SF is closed. Moreover, we have
K0pF q Y SF “ K0pF q Y SF .
To prove this proposition, we need the two following lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. The set K0pF qzK0pF q is contained in the set SF .
Proof. Let a P K0pF qzK0pF q. There exists a sequence taku Ă K0pF q such that ak tends to a.
Then there exists a sequence txku contained in the set tx : |JF pxq| “ 0u such that F pxkq “ ak,
for all k, where |JF pxq| is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of F . Assume that the sequence
txku tends to x0 and x0 is finite. Since the set tx P Cn : |JF pxq| “ 0u is closed, then x0 belongs
to the set tx P Cn : |JF pxq| “ 0u. Moreover, since F is a polynomial mapping, then F pxkq tends
to F px0q. Hence ak tends to F px0q and a “ F px0q. Since x0 is finite, then a P K0pF q, which
provides the contradiction. Then xk tends to infinity and a belongs to SF . 
Considering now the graph of F in Cn ˆ Cn, that means
graphF “ tpa, F paqq : a P Cnu Ă Cn ˆ Cn.
Let graphF be the projective closure of graphF in CPn ˆ Cn. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. The asymptotic set SF of a polynomial mapping F : Cn Ñ Cn is the image of the
set graphF zgraphF by the canonical projection pi2 : CPn ˆ Cn Ñ Cn.
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This lemma is well-known. In fact, this is the first observation of Jelonek [6] when he studied
the geometry of the asymtotic set SF . We can find this fact, for example, in the introduction of
[16]. We provide here a demonstration of this observation.
Proof. Firstly, we show the inclusion SF Ă pi2pgraphF z graphF q. Let a1 P SF , there exists
a sequence tξku Ă Cn such that ξk tends to infinity and F pξkq tends to a1. The limit of the
sequence tpξk, F pξkqqu is a˚ “ p8, a1q, where a˚ P graphF zgraphF Ă pCPn ˆ Cnq and a1 “
pi2pa˚q P pi2pgraphF zgraphF q.
Now we show the inclusion pi2pgraphF z graphF q Ă SF . Let a1 P pi2pgraphF zgraphF q, then
there exists a˚ “ pa, a1q P graphF zgraphF such that a˚ P graphF but a˚ R graphF . Then we
have a1 ‰ F paq. Moreover, there exists a sequence tpξk, F pξkqqu Ă graphF such that pξk, F pξkqq
tends to pa, a1q. Hence the sequence ξk tends to a and F pξkq tends to a1. Since F is a polynomial
mapping, then F pξkq tends to F paq. But a1 ‰ F paq, then a “ 8, and ξk tends to infinity. Thus
we have a1 P SF . 
We prove now the proposition 4.2.
Proof. By the lemma 4.4, the set SF is the image of the set pgraphF zgraphF q by the canonical
projection pi2 : PCn ˆ Cn Ñ Cn. Then the set SF is closed. Moreover, we have
K0pF q Y SF “ K0pF q Y pK0pF qzK0pF qq Y SF .
By the lemma 4.3, we have K0pF qzK0pF q Ă SF , then K0pF qYSF “ K0pF qYSF . Consequently,
the set K0pF q Y SF is closed. 
Theorem 4.5. Let pKq be the partition of K0pF q defined by Thom in [13] and the stratification
pSq of SF defined by the “méthode des fac¸ons” in [8]. Assume that if K is a stratum of K0pF q
and if S is a stratum of SF , then K and S are transverse. Then there exists a Thom-Mather
stratification of the set K0pF q Y SF compatible with pSq and pKq.
Proof. By the proposition 4.2, the set K0pF q Y SF is closed and
K0pF q Y SF “ K0pF q Y SF .
Considering the partition pKq of K0pF q defined by Thom [13] and the stratification pSq of SF
defined by the “méthode des fac¸ons” [8]. Since K and S are transverse for any K P pKq and for
any S P pSq, then we can stratify K0pF q X SF by strata K X S where K P pKq and S P pSq.
So we obtain a stratification of the set K0pF q Y SF compatible with pKq and pSq. We have
tK : K P pKqu is a Thom-Mather stratification of K0pF q compatible with pKq ([13], theorem
4.B.1) and pSq is a Thom-Mather stratification ([8], theorem 4.6). Hence, we get a Thom-Mather
stratification of the set SF YK0pF q ([15], page 4).

9In order to illustrate the theorem 4.5, let us provide an explicit example.
Example 4.6. Let us consider the example 4.1: let F : C3px1,x2,x3q Ñ C3pα1,α2,α3q be the polyno-
mial mapping such that F px1, x2, x3q “ px31 ´ x1x2x3, x2x3, x3x1q.
a) At first, via this example, we make clear the idea “define a partition of the set K0pF q by
constant rank” by providing the partition of the set K0pF q defined by Thom in [13], consisted
in the five following steps.
1) Step 1: Subdividing the singular set SingF of F into subvarieties V i, where V i “ tpx1, x2, x3q P
C3 : RankJF px1, x2, x3q “ iu. From the example 4.1, we have:
V 0 “ tp0, 0, 0qu, V 1 “ tp0, x2, 0q : x2 ‰ 0u,
V 2 “ tp0, x2, x3q : x3 ‰ 0u Y tpx1, x2, 0q : x1 ‰ 0u Y tpx1, x2, x3q : x3 ‰ 0, x2x3 “ 3x21u.
2) Step 2: Subdividing the sets V i in step 1 into smooth varieties. Since V 2 is not smooth, so we
need to subdivide V2 into V 21 :“ tpx1, x2, x3q : 3x21 “ x2x3, x3 ‰ 0u, V 22 :“ tp0, x2, x3q : x3 ‰ 0u
and V 23 :“ tpx1, x2, 0q : x1 ‰ 0u.
3) Step 3: Making a partition of the set SingF from the subsets V ij in the steps 1 and 2. Since
V 21 X V 22 “ 0x3zt0u, so let us consider:
V 121 :“ V 21 z0x3, V 122 :“ V 22 z0x3, V 123 :“ V 23 z0x3,
V 111 :“ V 1zt0u “ 0x2zt0u, V 112 “ 0x3zt0u, V 10 :“ t0u.
We get a partition of SingF .
4) Step 4: Computing RankJF |TV 1ji . We have
RankJF |TV 121 “ 2, RankJF |TV 122 “ RankJF |TV 123 “ 1,
RankJF |TV 111 “ RankJF |TV 112 “ RankJF |TV 10 “ 0.
5) Step 5: Computing W i,kj :“ F ptx P V 1ij : RankJF |TxV 1ij “ kuq. We have
W 2,2 “ pS q, W 2,12 “ 0α2, W 2,13 “ 0α1, W 1,01 “W 1,02 “W 0,0 “ t0u.
Recall that pS q “ tpα1, α2, α3q P C3pα1,α2,α3q : 27α21 “ 4α32, α1 ‰ 0, α2 ‰ 0, α3 ‰ 0u.
EachW i,kj is a k-dimensional smooth variety ofK0pF q. So we get a partition ofK0pF q by smooth
varieties (see figure 2).
b) Let us determine now a stratification of K0pF q Y SF . By definition, we can check easily
that the asymptotic set SF is the union of two planes tα1 “ 0u and tα3 “ 0u. A stratification
of the set K0pF q Y SF , which is in fact a Thom-Mather stratification, is given by the filtration:
K0pF q Y SF Ą 0α1 Y 0α2 Ą t0u Ą H,
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W32,1  
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Figure 2. The partition of K0pF q defined by Thom of the polynomial mapping
F “ px31 ´ x1x2x3, x2x3, x3x1q
where
+
`
K0pF q Y SF
˘z p0α1 Y 0α2q has three strata: the two strata S21 “ p0α2α3qz0α2 and S22 “
p0α1α2qz0α2 defined by fac¸ons [8] and the stratum S23 “ pS qzSF Ă K0pF qzSF defined by Thom,
+ p0α1 Y 0α2qzt0u has two strata: the stratum 0α1zt0u is defined by Thom, the stratum
0α2zt0u is defined either by Thom or by fac¸ons,
+ {0} is the 0-dimensional stratum defined by Thom.
Remark 4.7. If K0pF qzSF is smooth, then we can define easily a stratification of the set
K0pF q Y SF . But in general, K0pF qzSF is not smooth. We can check this fact in the following
example:
F : C3 Ñ C3, F “ px31 ´ x1x2x3, x2x3, x3q.
Remark 4.8. In all examples in this paper and in [9], the set K0pF q Y SF is pure dimensional
if F is dominant. So we can suggest the following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.9. If F : Cn Ñ Cn is a dominant polynomial mapping then the set K0pF q Y SF
is pure dimensional.
Notice that the above conjecture is not true in the case F is not dominant, as shown in the
following example:
F : C3 Ñ C3, F “ px21 ´ x2x3, x2 ´ x3, x1 ´ x3q.
11
5. The homology and intersection homology of the variety VF
in the case K0pF q is non empty
We have the two following theorems.
Theorem 5.1. Let F : C2 Ñ C2 be a non-proper generic dominant polynomial mapping, then
(1) H2pVF q ‰ 0,
(2) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for any perversity p,
(3) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for some perversity p.
Theorem 5.2. Let F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 3) be a non-proper generic dominant polynomial mapping.
If RankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n ě n´ 1, where Fˆi is the leading form of Fi, then:
(1) H2pVF q ‰ 0,
(2) IHp2 pVF q ‰ 0 for any (or some) perversity p,
(3) IHp2n´2pVF q ‰ 0, for any (or some) perversity p.
Before proving these theorems, we recall some necessary definitions and lemmas.
Definition 5.3. A semi-algebraic family of sets (parametrized by R) is a semi-algebraic set
A Ă Rn ˆ R, the last variable being considered as parameter.
Remark 5.4. A semi-algebraic set A Ă Rn ˆR will be considered as a family parametrized by
t P R. We write At, for “the fiber of A at t”, i.e.:
At :“ tx P Rn : px, tq P Au.
Lemma 5.5 ([16], lemma 3.1). Let β be a j-cycle and let A Ă Rn ˆ R be a compact semi-
algebraic family of sets with |β| Ă At for any t. Assume that |β| bounds a pj ` 1q-chain in each
At, t ą 0 small enough. Then β bounds a chain in A0.
Definition 5.6 ([16]). Given a subset X Ă Rn, we define the “tangent cone at infinity”, called
“contour apparent à l’infini” in [9] by:
C8pXq :“ tλ P Sn´1p0, 1q such that Dη : pt0, t0 ` εs Ñ X semi-algebraic,
lim
tÑt0
ηptq “ 8, lim
tÑt0
ηptq
|ηptq| “ λu.
Lemma 5.7 ([11], lemma 4.10). Let F “ pF1, . . . , Fmq : Rn Ñ Rm be a polynomial mapping
and V the zero locus of Fˆ :“ pFˆ1, . . . , Fˆmq, where Fˆi is the leading form of Fi. If X is a subset of
Rn such that F pXq is bounded, then C8pXq is a subset of Sn´1p0, 1q X V , where V “ Fˆ´1p0q.
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Proof. (Proof of the theorem 5.1).
The proof of this theorem consists into two steps. In the first step, we use the transversality
theorem of Thom (see [1], page 34): if F is non-proper generic dominant polynomial mapping,
we can construct an adapted p2, pq-allowable chain in generic position providing non triviality of
homology and intersection homology of the variety VF , for any perversity p. In the second step,
we use the same idea than in [16] to prove that the chain that we create in the first step cannot
bound a 3-chain in VF .
a) Step 1: Let F : C2 Ñ C2 be a generic polynomial mapping, then dimR VF “ 4 ([16],
proposition 2.3). Assume that SF ‰ H. We claim that SF X K0pF q ‰ H. In fact, since F
is dominant, then by the theorem 2.9, we have dimC SF “ 1. Moreover, since F is generic
then dimCK0pF q “ 1. Thanks again to the genericity of F , we have SF X K0pF q ‰ H. Let
x0 P SF zK0pF q, then there exists a complex Puiseux arc γ in R4, where
γ : Dp0, ηq Ñ R4, γ “ uzα ` . . . ,
(with α is a negative integer, u is an unit vector of R4 and Dp0, ηq a small 2-dimensional disc
centered in 0 and radius η) tending to infinity in such a way that F pγq converges to x0. Then,
the mapping hF ˝ γ, where hF “ pF,ψ1, . . . , ψpq (see the construction of the variety VF , section
3) provides a singular 2-simplex in VF that we will denote by c. We prove now the simplex c is
pp, 2q-allowable for any perversity p. In fact, since dimC SF “ 1, the condition (see 2.6)
0 “ dimRtx0u “ dimRppSF ˆ t0Rpuq X |c|q ď 2´ α` pα,
where α “ codimRSF “ 2 holds for any perversity p since p2 “ 0.
Notice that VF zSF is not smooth in general. In fact, SingpVF zSF q Ă K0pF q. Let us consider
a stratum Vi of the stratification of K0pF q Y SF defined in the theorem 4.5 and denote β “
codimRVi. Assume that β ě 2, we can choose the Puiseux arc γ such that c lies in the regular part
of VF zpSF ˆ t0Rpuq, thanks to the genericity of F . In fact, this comes from the generic position
of transversality. So c is pp, 2q-allowable. Hence we only need to consider the cases β “ 0 and
β “ 1. Then:
1) If c intersects Vi: since x0 P SF zK0pF q, then we have 0 ď dimRpVi X |c|q ď 1. Considering
the condition
(5.8) dimRpVi X |c|q ď 2´ β ` pβ.
We see that 2´ β ` pβ ě 1, for β “ 0 and β “ 1. So the condition (5.8) holds.
2) If c does not meet Vi, then the condition
´8 “ dimRH “ dimRpVi X |c|q ď 2´ β ` pβ
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holds always.
In conclusion, the simplex c is pp, 2q-allowable for any perversity p.
We can always choose the Puiseux arc such that the support of Bc lies in the regular part of
VF zpSF ˆ t0Rpuq and Bc bounds a 2-dimensional singular chain e of RegpVF zpSF ˆ t0Rpuqq. So
σ “ c´ e is a pp, 2q-allowable cycle of VF .
b) Step 2: We claim that σ cannot bound a 3-chain in VF . Assume otherwise, i.e. assume that
there is a 3-chain in VF , satisfying Bτ “ σ. Let
A :“ h´1F p|σ| X pVF zpSF ˆ t0Rpuqqq,
B :“ h´1F p|τ | X pVF zpSF ˆ t0Rpuqqq.
By definition 5.6, the sets C8pAq and C8pBq are subsets of S3p0, 1q. Observe that, in a neigh-
borhood of infinity, A coincides with the support of the Puiseux arc γ. The set C8pAq is equal
to S1.a (denoting the orbit of a P C2 under the action of S1 on C2, peiη, zq ÞÑ eiηz). Let V be
the zero locus of the leading forms Fˆ :“ pFˆ1, Fˆ2q. Since F pAq and F pBq are bounded, then by
lemma 5.7, the sets C8pAq and C8pBq are subsets of V X S3p0, 1q.
For R large enough, the sphere S3p0, Rq with center 0 and radius R in R4 is transverse to A
and B (at regular points). Let
σR :“ S3p0, Rq XA, τR :“ S3p0, Rq XB.
Then σR is a chain bounding the chain τR. Considering a semi-algebraic strong deformation
retraction Φ : W ˆ r0; 1s Ñ S1.a, where W is a neighborhood of S1.a in S3p0, 1q onto S1.a.
Considering R as a parameter, we have the following semi-algebraic families of chains:
1) σ˜R :“ σRR , for R large enough, then σ˜R is contained in W ,
2) σ1R “ Φ1pσ˜Rq, where Φ1pxq :“ Φpx, 1q, x PW ,
3) θR “ Φpσ˜Rq, we have BθR “ σ1R ´ σ˜R,
4) θ1R “ τR ` θR, we have Bθ1R “ σ1R.
As, near infinity, σR coincides with the intersection of the support of the arc γ with S3p0, Rq,
for R large enough the class of σ1R in S1.a is nonzero.
Let r “ 1{R, consider r as a parameter, and let tσ˜ru, tσ1ru, tθru as well as tθ1ru the corre-
sponding semi-algebraic families of chains.
Let us denote by Er Ă R4 ˆ R the closure of |θr|, and set E0 :“ pR4 ˆ t0uq X E. Since the
strong deformation retraction Φ is the identity on C8pAq ˆ r0, 1s, we see that
E0 Ă ΦpC8pAq ˆ r0, 1sq “ S1.a Ă V X S3p0, 1q.
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Let us denote by E1r Ă R4 ˆ R the closure of |θ1r|, and set E10 :“ pR4 ˆ t0uq X E1. Since A
bounds B, then C8pAq is contained in C8pBq. We have
E10 Ă E0 Y C8pBq Ă V X S3p0, 1q.
The class of σ1r in S1.a is, up to a product with a nonzero constant, equal to the generator of
S1.a. Therefore, since σ1r bounds the chain θ1r, the cycle S1.a must bound a chain in |θ1r| as well.
By Lemma 5.5, this implies that S1.a bounds a chain in E10 which is included in V X S3p0, 1q.
The set V is a projective variety which is an union of cones in R4. Since dimC V ď 1, so
dimR V ď 2 and dimR V XS3p0, 1q ď 1. The cycle S1.a thus bounds a chain in E10 Ď V XS3p0, 1q,
which is a finite union of circles, that provides a contradiction. 
Proof. (Proof of the theorem 5.2).
Assume that F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 3) is a non-proper generic dominant polynomial mapping.
Similarly to the previous proof, we have:
‚ Since F is dominant, then by the theorem 2.9, we have dimC SF “ n´1. Moreover, since F is
generic then dimCK0pF q “ n´1. Thanks again to the genericity of F , we have SFXK0pF q ‰ H.
Let x0 P SF zK0pF q, then there exists a complex Puiseux arc γ in R2n, where
γ : Dp0, ηq Ñ R2n, γ “ uzα ` . . . ,
(with α is a negative integer and u is an unit vector of R2n) tending to infinity such a way that
F pγq converges to x0. Since x0 P SF zK0pF q and F is generic, then we can choose the arc Puiseux
γ in generic position, that means the simplex c is pp, 2q-allowable for any perversity p.
‚ Now, with the same notations than the above proof, we have: Since rankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n ě n´
1 then corankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n ď 1. Moreover since dimC V “ corankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n then dimR V ď
2 and dimR V X S2n´1p0, 1q ď 1. The cycle S1.a bounds a chain in E10 Ď V X S2n´1p0, 1q, which
is a finite union of circles, that provides a contradiction.
Hence, we get the facts (1) and (2) of the theorem. Moreover, from the Goresky-MacPherson
Poincaré duality theorem (theorem 2.8), we have
IHp,c2 pVF q “ IHq,cl2n´4pVF q
where p and q are complementary perversities. Since the chain σ that we create in the proof of
the theorem 5.1 can be either a chain with compact supports or a chain with closed supports,
so we get the fact (3) of the theorem.

Remark 5.9. The properties of the homology and intersection homology in the theorem 5.1
and 5.2 hold for both compact supports and closed supports.
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Remark 5.10. From the proofs of the theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we see that the properties of the
intersection homology in these theorems do not hold if F is not dominant. The reason is that
the theorem 2.9 is not true if F is not dominant and then the condition (5.8) does not hold.
However, the properties of the homology hold even if F is not dominant. So we have the two
following corollaries.
Corollary 5.11. Let F : C2 Ñ C2 be a non-proper generic polynomial mapping, then H2pVF q ‰
0.
Corollary 5.12. Let F : Cn Ñ Cn (n ě 3) be a non-proper generic polynomial mapping. If
RankCpDFˆiqi“1,...,n ě n´ 1, where Fˆi is the leading form of Fi, then H2pVF q ‰ 0.
Remark 5.13. In the previous papers [16] and [11], the condition “F is nowhere vanishing
Jacobian” (see theorems 3.1 and 3.2) implies F is dominant. Hence, the condition “F is dominant”
in the theorems 5.1 and 5.2 guarantees the condition of dimension of the set SF (see theorem 2.9).
Moreover, we need this condition in this paper also to be free ourself from the condition K0pF q “
H, since the condition of dimension of SF when F is dominant also guarantees the (generic)
tranversal position of the p2, pq-allowable chain which provides non triviality of homology and
intersection homology of the variety VF when K0pF q ‰ H in theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
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